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RICHARD  III has  another  biographer, and another  inch  of spacq is added to the
several feet of  shelving already taken  up by essays  on  this  topic. His face and
character are -again recast_in print. How  much  truer to  life  Professor  Ross’s
Richard III is  than  those  of his predecessors remains of course -a matter for
speculation. A biographer always creates in his own image or in the image of his
own  times, in  this case  the  disillusioned  world of the 1970s and 1980s.  This  new
book- is in  fact  a  very readable  one, containing much new  material (including

-.references to some  which  has appeared in The  Ricardian  not all  with  complete
citations  unfortunately) and many perceptive comments. As Professor Ross
acknowledges, he is fortunate in  following.a  period'of  intensive  research  into
fifteenth century English  history.  It is  ‘now  possible, he believes, to  present

,Richard  111 more accurately in the  context  of his own  times, and to  better
appreciate the  true  nature of his problems  without  the moral preconceptions and
historical misconceptions of earlierhistorians. Professor  Ross  would.presumably
accept  that  the  late  twentieth century historian  imposes preconceptions and
misconceptions of his own. His  book  will, however, undoubtedly replace
Kendall’s (whom  he corrects on several points) as the standard biographt is
not  a  conventional biography though, we are not given  a  painstaking assembly of
all the  known facts  of  Richard’s life  and actions, for  which  the interested reader
will still  need to have recourse to the older  lives.  This  is  probably due.to the
thematic  treatment. The  book  is well planned, but we do feel that  full  discussions

' of  such  events is the  Scottish campaign of  1481—83 (omitted  on the  grounds that
it is dealt with  fully elsewhere), the  battles  of Tewkesbury and Barnet or  even
Richard’s  coronation could be  expected  as  being important  events  in the life of
the subject of the  book.  However, we do  have  chapters on  Richard’s position  in
the  North  of. England, on his overnment and on his foreign.  policy, which
contain  often  illuminating and or controversial  examinations  of  these  little

'studied  aspects of  Richard’s  career.
The  book  begins with  a  long but  highly readable  introduction  on  Richard

III’s historical  reputation from  Rous  to the  Richard  111  Society, and the sources
available for the  study of his reign.  A proper  eminence is  given  to Polydore

-Vergil, a  ‘serious’ historian (with qualifications  about  his‘ smear  technique’)
above  the more  flamboyant work  of  Thomas  More, which  is not to be taken
serjously unless  corroborated  by another source.  Professor Ross  then  considers
how far the  Tudor  view of Richard III in  fact  reflected  opinions  of the  King
during his lifetime. He discusses' m  detail  the  Croyland Chronicle  and Mancini
(we are  again  promised  a  future  article  on  Bishop Russell’s  authorship of the
former—already promised in  Edward  IV in  1974), and is  convinced mainly from
these  two  sources that there  was  a  considerable  body of opinion  during Richard’s
reign  which disliked  and distrusted the King.  Ross acknowledges  however  that
this  opinion  came  from  southern  England  (one can surely say it was  London
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opinion, a  notoriously bad  barometer  for  opinion  in the  rest  of the country), and
that  if  northern opinion  had survived it  might  have been very different.  This
theme of  Richard’s  contemporary unpopularity is one of Professor  Ross’ most
constantly reiterated convictions.

Professor  Ross deals  very briefly with  Richard  III’s  early life  before  1471
and adds few  details  to  what  is  already known.  He does not repeat the  story that
the Duchess of York and her  youngest children  were  present  during the  sack  of
Ludlow, nor  does  he  speculate  where  they lived  after  this episode, repeating the
version that  they stayed for  a  while  at  ‘Paston’s’ house  in London, now known to
have  been in  fact  Sir John  Fastolf’s  former mansion in Southwark.l He  firmly
believes that  Richard  only joined  Warwick’s household  in  1465, and stresses the
importance  of  this  brief northern education and the new  acquaintance that  it
brought him.  It is  another  of Professor  Ross’s  reiterated  ideas  that Richard’s
northern connections were of the utmost  significance; one  that  few readers  will
dispute. He is  most  interesting on Edward  IV’s singularly unsuccessful  attempts
to  endow  his  younger  brother, and  acknowledges  the remarkable  loyalty and
independence of spirit  that Richard  showed in  accepting a  secondary réle to
Clarence, and  remaining loyal to Edward. The pre-l471 period is one of
apprenticeship for  Richard, and few  would  quarrel  with this  although  they might
not  accept  the  idea  that  the  1469  round-up and  ruthless execution  of  opponents
by Warwick  was to be the  model  for  Richard’s  actions against the  Woodvilles  '
and  Hastings  in 1483.  Ruthless  and  violent  seizures of power and the  swift
elimination  of enemies  without  recourse to  trials  were deeply learnt  lessons  for
Ross’ Richard  III.

Richard’s  rise to be the greatest  subject  in  England  by 1483  is divided  into
two  aspects:  his  acquisition  of  estates, and his vice-regal position in the North.
There  is  a  very clear account of the  Clarence/Gloucester  quarrel in the  early
14705, and  what  precisely this  meant in terms of  lands.  Innocent  persons who
suffered injustices at the settlement of  this  quarrel and in the  acquisition  of other
lands by Richard included  Anne Beauchamp, George  Neville  Duke  of Bedford,
George Neville Lord of Abergavenny and the  dowager Duchess  of Oxford.
Ross’ Richard  is  active  in the  ‘ruthless  carve-up’ of  estates belonging to others,
and  assents  to the  overthrow  of Clarence, making certain profits from  that event.
Again Richard  is shown  learning by the example of Edward IV the means of
illegally transferring lands  (such  as the  Mowbray inheritance  which went  to
Edward  IV’s  younger son despite the claims of Berkeley and Howard, with  the
assistance of  a  convenient  act assed by a  compliant  parliament in January
1483).  It is the world of  1470sfi980s  big business and mergers. It is  a  world
described in terms of power and its  acquisition.

Warily, Professor  Ross  does not explain  Richard’s  increased  absence  from
court  after  1478  except  as the  result  of increasing responsibilities in the  North
and  over  the Scottish war, with a  brief  reference  to political developments
unknown  to us. One of the  most  interesting sections  of the  book  is  that  on
Richard’s  position in the North and his relationship with  the lords and  gentry of
that  area, from the Earls of Northumberland and  Westmorland  to the Metcalfs.
His  continued  reliance  on northern associates  while King was  based  on  a loyalty
beyond mere  political convenience. The campaign of  1482, the  acquisition  of
Berwick, the march on  Edinburgh  and  back  is  told  in  a  brief and  prosaic  way,
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giving no‘ credence  to any notion that Richard  showed  ‘outstanding military
qualities’. The  difference befween  what  Ross  and Kendall  make  of this  same
meagre and  uncontroversial  collection of  facts  is  another  depressing example  of
how the  historian’s point of View colours the  facts  of any episode in Richard III’s
career.

Professor  Ross’ account  of Richard’s  road  to the  throne  is  notable  for  a
dismissal of any suggestion of  a  conspiracy by either  the Woodvilles on  .the  road
to  London  or by Lord  Hastings before his execution, unlike  either  Kendall or
Myers.  More  surprisingly Ross is  prepared  to  accept  the  statements  of  Mancini
and the  Great  Chronicle  that  the  story of  Edward  IV’s alleged  'bastardy was  a
major  part  of  Richard  III’s  claim  to the  throne.  He  sees it as, overall, a  badly
formulated  claim  in which the  pre-contract  was one of  several  points in which
neither Richard nor his  subjects ever believed.  He  does‘not  discuss  why a pre-
contract  in  particular  should have  been  chosen to be  part  of  that  claim, nor is it
explained why, if a  pre-contract  had existed, it  would have  made Edward  IV’s
children illegitimate, and similarly why-the  secret marriage  of  Edward  IV was
significant' m  the context of  a  pre- -.contract  These  are  matters  of  canon  law (as
Ross later acknowledges m  reference  to the  Croyland Chronicle’s dislike  of  such
matters  being discussed  m  parliament) and to do with the  church’s  View of a valid
marriage.  To many it must remain the  heai‘t  of Richard’s  claim  to the  throne
(whether it be ‘true’ or  not), but to  Professor Ross  it is.  mere  verbiage, as
valueless  as Richard’s  aspersions  on the  morals  of  Edward  IV.  Ross  also sees
Stillington as the  source  of the  pre-contract story rather  than an  advisor  on the
matter  in  terms  of its  value  as a  sound  argument  in canon law to  debar  the
children. Given Ross’ belief in Richard’s ‘genuine’ religious beliefs. the religious
aspect of the claim might be  significant.  It is clear, however, that the  reason  why
Ross  cannot  take  the  pre-contract seriously is that he  accepts  as true the  story
that  Richard  genuinély wanted to  marry his  niece.  It follows  from  this  that
Ross’ Richard must  have  had no  belief" m  his own claim to the  throne  by a.  pre-
contract  which  made  all  Edward  IV’s  children  illegitimate.

The  rebellion  of 1483 is  reported  as  a  major- event of  Richard III’s reign.
For  Professor Ross  it was  primarily the  outcome‘ of opposition to Richard’s
deposition of  Edward IV’s  heirs, led by members  of  Edward’s  household, and-a
clear indication  of  contempor'ary attitudes  to the  ‘usurper’.  It is  clea‘rly and
interestingly "described. Buckingham’s involvement is  attributed  partly to his  fear
(under the  influence  of Morton?) of  what  the future  held  for him  under  a  King' to
whom  opposition  was growing and who inight be  overthrown-by rebellion. Ross
does  not, however, explain why others of  those  who had actively supported
Richard  to the  throne, such as Norfolk,.did not  also take  this view. Similarly it
hardly fits in with the  considerable- support  Richard  received  from  his nobility
later  commented on by Ross. Politiéally the two  most  important outcomes  of the
rebellion  were  firstly the ‘plantation’ of the South with northerners to govern it,
and the  consequent further loss  of favour tovVards the new King, and  secondly
that Henry Tudor now  became  an important  focus  for rebellion. The  disposal  of
the  traitors’ lands  also  meets  with  criticism  as illegal  because  some  of the
regrants  took  place before  the act of attainder. Normally temporary custody only
would  have been  given, although one  wonders  if previous kings had  always
treated  rebels  with  such nicety.
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The  disappearance  of the  Princes  is  treated  in a  brief  and fluent  survey,
although as  Professor Ross aglmits, the  evidence  can  prove  the guilt of no one
after 500  years.  He insists throughout that all  deposed  monarchs were executed
by their  successors; this  does  not of  course constitute proof m  this  particular
instance. The  section contains  useful  comments, as  does  Appendix I (specifically
on the  bones).  It is not really adequate,  however, to say that- modern  medical
evidence seems  on- balance to  confirm Tanner  and Wright’s  views,  it is now
almost certain  that  recently'deveoped  techniques  would  allow age (in  both  senses)
and sex to be  determined, and until this is  done  it  seems premature  to identify the
bones  as  those of the Princes,  even  if no  other candidates  can be put forward.

In the  chapters  on Richard as  a  person, his government, his  search-far
support  and his  foreign  policy, Professor Ross  is always interesting and thought-
provoking.  He  concludes  that  Richard was  probably genuinely religious, and
liked to be  surrounded  by learned fnen.  He  does  not see him as' particularly
austere  in the  Kendall mould,  but like his  brother  Edward, pleasure  and luxury
loving.  It is  rather  unfair  of  Ross, however, to  criticise Richard for  undue display
and quote the  robes  he wore in the  coronation  procession  as an example of this.
Similar  robes  had been ordained for  earlier  English kings, as  well  as for  Richard’s
successor, such  display was  expected  at  a  coronation.  At  this  point one might
express  slight  surprise  that  Professor  Ross  describes  the  Duke  of Buckingham as
bearing the  wand  of the High Steward at the  coronation.  It was pointed out  some
time ago  that  his  wand  was that of the  Great Chamberlain. 2Rossallows  Richard
loyalty to his friends, a  concern for justice and good administration and a
considerable success  in winning over to himself the  support  of the nobility. He is
cynical  however, about  Richard’s  concern  for good government  generally.  He
seems  convinced  that  Richard had to go out of his way to show  himself.  to be
well- intentioned given his  black  reputation in the  country.  Ross’ s  emphasis on
this' Is  constant  and unremitting, but repetition is unfortunately not an  argument.
It is  only based  on the  meagre  evidence of the  Croyland  Chronicle and Ross’
own  view  of the 1483  rebellion. Many of  those involved' m  the  latter  can be found
to have had much  more personal  and  sordid financial  reasons  for supporting it
than an over-riding altruistic  concern  for the  family of Edward IV, Sir  Thomas
Arundel of Lanherne being an obvious example. Ross is convincing, however,
about the  dangers  to Richard’s government  represented by Northumberland and
Stanley among the  greatest  lords. He [8  most  critical of Richard’s  foreign  policy,
seeing him as  a  warmonger  with  Scotland, and only forced  into peace  by
increasing financial problems  and the determined  efforts  of  James  111 for  peace.
He  acknowledges  Richard’s  general  success at..sea  in curbing piracy and
protecting himself against future invasion,  but his  policies towards France were
ill-considered, even  allowing for the  considerable ‘luck’ of Henry Tudor.  All his
problems  of rebellion, war with the  Scots  (an expensive  error, says  Ross) and
preparedness  for invasion  made Richard  chronically short  of  money early in his
reign.  He was  forced  to  borrow  extensively and incur  further  unpopularity.
Despite  this  Ross still  sees Richard’s  conduct  of government after he  became
King as ‘hard to fault’.

The  book ends  (apart from a brief  summing up chapter) with  a clear  and
convincing account  of Richard’s  final  campaign  and the  battle  of Bosworth. This
is one of the  better  accounts to  date, using recent work, and  also  taking into
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account  the  Ballad  of Bosworth  Field.3 An  Appendix  described  this  source and
the  reasons for believing it to be important. It is not made clear in  this  Appendix
that  there are two versions, the earlier prose version now contained in  British
Library MS.542  (and  published  in  Hutton’s  Battle  of Bosworth Field),  and the
metrical version first published in the last century. These two  versions  are not
identical, and his discussion of  four  knights who supported Henry Tudor (John
Savage, Hugh  Persall, Humphrey Stanley and Richard Tunstall) is somewhat
vitiated  by the fact  that  they are given as  Savage, Persall, Gilbert  Talbot  and
George  Stanley in the prose  version.

Professor Ross  deals  sympathetically with  the aftermath of the  battle, and
Henry’s  shabby treatment of Richard’s body, although  it is not  quite  as shabby
as he  states, since it does  seem  probable  that  it was at least intended  that  more
than  £10 1s 0d be spent on  a  tomb.‘ He  makes  the interesting point  that  ‘second
generation’ kings  of usurping dynasties usually reburied in more splendid  tombs
the  last  king of the overthrown dynasty, as a  form  of public penance, e.g. Henry
V  reburied  Richard  II, and Richard III reburied Henry VI. No  such  generous act
was carried out by Henry VIII.

The  book  as a  whole  seems to have  been written  over  a  long period, and due
perhaps  to  hasty final preparation, inconsistencies  have  been  left  in. Instances of
this  are the acknowledgement  that  Richard’s  grant  of the fee farm to York  came
to  nothing despite his good intentions and  later  in the  book that  he  remitted  the
fee farm  without a hint  of the difficulties, and  also  that  references to  British
Library Harleian  MS.433  are not  always  converted to the page numbers of the
published  volumes  of the printed edition.

All in all, nothing said  above detracts  from  the fact  that  this  is  a  well argued

and  stimulating book.  One may not agree  with  all it says, or  with  some  of
Professor  Ross’s  conclusions, but it is, and will be  into  the  future, essential
reading for all  students  of the  period.
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